
 

 

 

Name: Claudia Felix & DJ Epps “Queen Bee & Club King” 
Location: Miami, FL 
Claudia’s Occupation: Owner of clothing boutique, LuxC and lash studio, Claudia’s Beauty Secret’s 
DJ Epps Occupation:  World Famous and Miami’s #1 Club DJ 

The Backstory… Before they were Miami’s power couple, Claudia and DJ Epps were high school 
sweethearts. They have been together for 20 years but have been married for 10 years.  Claudia was Epps’ 
biggest supporter when he was starting out in the Miami music scene. Her love and support helped push 
him to be a world famous DJ. He has helped launch the careers of artists like his childhood best friend DJ 
Khalid, Cardi B, Puff Daddy, Drake and 50 Cent. Not only is Epps a respected DJ in the music world, he is also 
known in the night club industry for throwing the #1 Monday night party in Miami. DJ Epps is in such high 
demand that he also DJs at the biggest strip clubs in Miami. Claudia is confident in her marriage and trusts 
her husband – even though, in the beginning, there were strippers who tried to break up their happy home. 
Claudia is all about protecting her family and makes sure nothing like that will ever happen again. Now, 
Claudia is known as the Queen Bee around Miami and no one would dare mess with what’s hers.  

Parenting Style… Claudia and Epps have two children, son, Isaiah (9) and daughter, Alinah (3) who are 
their #1 priority. Because they’re considered local celebrities, Claudia tries to make sure her kids live a 
normal life like other kids. Claudia is a Tiger Mom and whatever she says goes. Epps works a lot to provide 
for the family and isn’t home as much as he would like. Claudia has the kids on a daily schedule, she 
volunteers at school, and plans play-dates… but she also likes to provide balance in their lives. Although she 
may seem strict and regimented, Claudia makes sure to have fun, act silly and spend quality time with her 
kids.  

Connections… Epps first met Joseline over 10 years ago when she was hosting parties at strip clubs and he 
would DJ the events. Now that Joseline is back in Miami, she wants to reconnect with DJ Epps and hopefully 
work together. Joseline feel like she should have been the breakout music star from the Love and Hip Hop 
franchise, but thanks to Epps, Cardi B beat her to it. Joseline wants her friend to do for her what he’s done 
for countless other artist… but only if DJ Epps thinks Joseline has what it takes to blow up worldwide. 
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